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\ Current concepts of the mechanism(s) of chemical carcinogenesis in-

volJ~the covalent interaction of the carcinogen with DNAl-4. Interest, 
1 , 

in this particular type of interaction originated from the observation 

1 

that \,the phenotypic properties of cancer cells are passed on to progeny 

cell~ in a "heritable" fashion implying an alteration in the genome through 
I 

mutation. In fact, there is a' positive correlation between the mutagenicity 

of a compound and its carcinogenicity5,6 as well as between the ability 

of a compound to bind covalently to DNA and its carcinogenic potentia1 7 

Although the mutation theory of chemical carcinogenesis has been dis-
for understanding 

puted8- ll , it remains a Central focus of much of the research /, the 

mechanisms of chemical carcinogenesis. The general flow of this research 

has been to identify compounds that form covalent adducts with DNA, 

determine the, structure of these adducts and how they alter the DNA secondary 

structure, and search for specificity of reactionsthat might re,late to 

carcinogenesis. The emphasis of these studies has 'been principally on 

the chemistry of the interaction of carcinqgens with DNA~ It is becoming 

increasingly evident, however, that the biochemistry of the cells plays 

an important role in defining susceptibility tf> carcinogenesis by chemicals. 

Not all ~pecies are equally susceptible to a given chemical carcinogen, 

nor are all tissues from a given organism malignantly transformed with 

similar efficiencies 12 . In fact, the same cells in different parts of 

the cell cycle are transformed with different efficiencies 13- l5 . Given 

that DNA from species to species and cell to cell have similar structures, 

i.e., made up of the same bases linked through phosphodiester bonds, the 

chemistry of carcinogen-DNA interaction should be similar in all cases. 

This article starts from the assumption that chemical carcinogenesis follows 

the pathway described in Figure 1 and presents evidence that the cell suscepti

bility to chemical carcinogenesis is modulated in three ways. First, the 
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cell ;s often involved with metabolism of a carcinogen to either detoxifica

tion products or to compounds more active in carcinogenesis, and this 

metabolic potential varies among cell types, and among similar cells exposed 

to different dietary regimes. Second, alterations in ~hromatin structure 

can regulate the avai'lability of-criticalsite(s) for binding a carcinogen 

as well as the repair efficiency along the DNA. And third, damage remaining 

in the DNA at the time of replication is most detrimental to the cell and 

different cell types have different capacities to replicate DNA in the 
.. 

presence of thi s damage. 

Initiation and Promotion 

In considering susceptibility to carcinogenesis it is important to 

emphasize that carcinogenesis is a multistep process 16- l8• The first step, 

initiation, has received consider.able a,ttention and has been shown to in

volve chemicals that either with or without metabolic activation bind to 

DNA19-2l • These compouflds inhibit DNA synthesis with an effectiveness that 

correlates with their 'carCinOgenicity22. The second step in chemical 

carcinogenesis that has been identified is promotion.' Promotion is caused 

by chemicals which by themselves are not carcinogenic, but when added to 
. ., 23-25 . cells at the time of or after initiation, greatly enhance tumorlgenesls . 

Because of this time relationship between initiation and promotion, promotion 

is thought to involve. events after the binding of the;carcinogen to DNA25 . 

In other words, promoters alter the efficiency or fidelity of processing 

the damaged DNA, or the expression of ,the new genotype. 

Promotion was first characterized using an in vivo mouse epidermis 

assay23,26 and has since been observed in other tissues such as liver27 , 

bladder28 , and cOlon29 . Recently; promotion has also been demonstrated 

in cell transformation systems30-32• The types of compounds that cause 

promotion are extremely heterogeneous. 24 Many promoters are growth factors 
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wh1chsuggests that the mechansim of promotion involves some aspect of 
\ , 

the \growth regul atory machi nery. The most acti ve promoter so far identifi ed 

is l~-O-tetradecanoyl phorbol-13 acetate (TPA)33. 

\ The effects of TPA on v ari ous aspects of ce 11 ul ar bi ochemi str y have 

been)examined34-36 • Prominent aJT!ong the effects observed is the stimula-
r 37-39 tion of ornithine decarboxylase an enzyme involved in the 

synthesis of po1yamines. Sin~e po1yamines have been implicated in growth 

regulation it again points to the possibility that promoter action involves 

, t f th '1' 40~42 M 'f h . some aspec 0 grow regu at10n . any 0 t e stud1es with promoters 

have dealt with their effect on DNA synthesis24 ,43':'49. The results of these 
..... 

studies,.qe not definitive in that depending upon the growth state of the 

cells at the time of promoter additionJincreased or decreased DNA synthesis 

was observed. Perturbations of DNA synthesis in populations of cells 

.!n vi vo or in culture are complex phenomena that can only be descri bed 

completely after detailed cell cycle kinetic studies. 

Metabolism of Chemical Carcinogens 

M 'h 1 . 1 . d b f' h '. 50-52 any c emica carc1nogens must be metabo lZe e ore t ey are actlVe . 

Inmost cases this metabolism takes place by an inducible enzyme system 

called aryl hydrocarbon monooxygenase (AHM)52-56.Contro1 of this metabolic 

activity appears to. involve both dietary and genetjc factors. For polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) there is evidence that the important metabolism 

f . ., h f . f . d' 57-67 or ca,rClnogenes1s 1S t e' ormat10n 0 epOX1 es .. The epoxide of 

benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) that is most active in mutagenesis and may be the 

ultimate carcinogenic form is the r-7,t-8-dihydroxy-t-9, 10-oxy-7,8,9, 10-

tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene (BaP,diol-epoxide 1)60,64,66,67. ,The relationship 

between the mutagenesis and carcinogenesis of BaP dio1-epoxide is not clear 

in that to date ~ comparisori of these processes has not been made in the 

same system. However, a comparison of the carcinog.enicity in animals of 
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various derivatives of BaP has shown that metabolites that are on the pathway 

to BaP diol-epoxide are more carcinogenic than the parent compound and 

other derivatives of Bap68,69. These studies have led to the suggestion 

that the metabolic pathway important for chemical carcinogenesis by BaP 

is the conversion to the (-)-t-7,8-dihydroxy-7,8-dihydrobenzora]pyrene via 

the enzymatic action of AHM and epoxide hydrase (EH) followed by a second 

epoxidation in the 9,lO-positions. to give the diol-epoxide (Figure 2). 

The principal function of the enzymes that acton BaP is to convert 

the hydrocarbon into a form that can be readily transported out of the 

cell and be relatively unreactive to the cellular macromolecules52 • The 

major detoxification reactions involve conjugation of the epoxides with 

glutathione catalyzed by glutathione S-epoxide transferase70, formation of 

glucuronic acid derivatives7l , and sulfonation of thepehnole72 ,73. The importance of 

these reactions to chemicalcarcihogenesis is pointed out by the ~bserva-

tion that in tissues which have a, low sensitivity to carcinogenesis by 

PAH the efficiency of these detoxification reactions is considerably higher 

than in tissues that have a high sensitivity52. 

The involvement of diet in determining the response of cells to chemical 

carcinogens is becoming increasingly well documented52 ,74,75. Dietary 

1 · . d· th ht t b . d 1 t f . . t b 1· 76-78 d 1P1 1S oug . 0 e a maJor mou a or 0 carc1nogen me a 0 1sm , an . 

may act directly on the AHM system. The AHM system consists of various 

enzyme activities. Little is known about the lipid requirement of these 

systems, but the principal location of the complex is the membrane of the 

endoplasmic reticulum. Several investigators have identified lipid, cyto

chrome P450, and NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase as the three components 

required to obtain maximal monooxygenase activity in a solubilized reconsti

tuted system77 -8l • The lipid has: been further identified as phosphatidyl

choline, with the type of diacyl chains influencing the amount of reconstituted 

.. 
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enz~e activity77. Furthermore, dietary lipid has been shown to have an 
\ . 

effEkt on rat liver microsomal mixed function monooxygenase activities82 ,83; 
\ . . . 

ratsifed a fat-free diet had less cytochrome P450 content and lower levels 
\ . 

of drug-metabolizing enzymes than those fed a normal diet. 
\ 

\The EH is also located in the endoplasmic reticulum84 ,85. Evidence 

has been presented that the EH exists in a complex with the AHM system84 ,86. 

The complex is membrane bound and may function to recycle a molecule that 

has already beenepoxidizedand hydrolyzed through another epoxidation 

step. For example, such' a recycling could give rise to the SaP diol-epoxide 

through the 7,8-dihydrodiol. This process would inhibit the rearrangement of 

the 7,8-epoxide to the 7 or 8-phenols; derivatives with low carcinogenic 

potentia1 87 ,88. 

Studies have shown that the ability of cells to metabolize PAH is 

also influenced by genetic factors, and the locus determining the inducibi

lity of AHM in mice has been identified89 ,90. Kouri and Nebert9l have 

recently described a positive association of this locus with the binding 

of SaP to DNA and the susceptibility of mice to chemical carcinogenesis. 
v 

In humans, the invoVement of genetic factors in AHM induction and chemical 

. carcin()genesis h'as not been clearly established. Okuda .i!21. 92 have studied 

AHM in monocytes from monozygotic and dizygotic twins and found considerable 

variation even when cells were harvested from the same individual at different 

times. They estimated from this study that from 55 to 70% of the variation 

observed was genetically controlled, and suggested that much of the remaining 

variation was due to "technical limitations" with the AHM assay which 

measures the formation of alkali extractible phenols. Other studies with 

human lymphocytes in culture have also shown great, individual variabi lity in 

the metabolism of SaP, and that persons with lung cancer canmore actively 

metabolize the carCinogen than persons without lung cancer93. 

n. 



We have developed a rapid and sensitive technique for monitoring the 

cell mediated conversion of BaP to BaPdio1-epoxide. The technique should 

make possible the screening of cells from a large number of individuals to 

determine their ability to metabolize chemical carcinogens. In addition, 

individual cells can be compared for their ability to convert BaP to BaP 

diol-epoxide. The technique should make possible detailed studies of the 

role of diet and genetic factors in the metabolism of BaP. The basis of 

6 

our. measurements is the alterations that occur in the J1 uorescence excitati on 

and emission spectra of BaP when it is oxidized at the 7,8,9, and 10-positions 

(Figure 3) . BaP has a major emission peak at 407 nm, a second peak at 

428 nm, and a third peak at 450 nm. The emission spectrum of SaP dio1-

epoxide, on the other hand, is characteristic of a pyrene structure having 

emission at 380 nm, 400 nm, and.420 nm94 ,95. The excitation maximum of 

BaP is at 384 nm with less intense peaks at 366 nm and 298 nm. BaP 

dio1-epox;de excites maximally at 345 nm and the combination of exciting 

at 345 rvn and reading emission at 380 nm allows one to. quantify BaP 

diol-epoxide in combination with its water hydrolysis product, the tetrol 

(Figure 2). These measurements can be made in the presence of other derivatives 

of BaP and BaP itself since these compounds do not give the pyrene-like 

f1uorescence96 ,97. 

When BaP is incubated with mouse liver cells that can actively meta-

bolize the compound, the BaP emission spectrum is converted into the 

pyrene-like spectrum (Figure 4). ,The mouse liver epithelial cells used 

in this experiment (NMuLi cl 8) have an inducible AHM that peaks in activity 

12 hr after adding BaP to the growth medium98 • The spectral cha~ges that 

occur upon conversion of BaP to BaPdiol-epoxide begin appearing between 

14 and 17 hr and are completed by 22 hr after additioD of BaP to the growth 

medium. To measure BaP metabolism in individual cells we have used the 

combination 351.1 and 363.8 nm lines of an argon-ion laser 



\ 
t 

"'to excite cells as they pass under laminar flow conditions through a flow 
. \ 

cytometer: These argon-ion lines pump the primary excitatio~ peak of BaP 
\ 

diol-epoxide (345 nm) and the secondary excitation peak of BaP (366 nm). 
I 
I . 

The emitted light corresponding to BaP fluorescence was collected at right 
! 
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1. an,gles from the laser beam ina photomultiplier tube (PMT) after passing 

'. 

1 . , 

through a'lO nm band pass filter with peak transmission at 410 nm. The 

8aP diol-epoxide associated signal was collected in a second PMT after 

filtration through a 10 nm band pass filter centered on 380 nm. A plate 

glass filter was used as a signal beam splitter directing most of the 

emitted light to the 380 nm PMT and reflecting approximately 10% of the 

Signal to the 410 nm PMT. 

Figure 5 presents the fluorescence intensity distributions of cells 

exposed to either (a) BaP or (b) BaP diol-epoxide. The average amount 

of each compound per cell was measured independently by using either 14C_BaP 

or 3H-Bap diol-epoxide. At the concentrations and instrumental settings 

used for these measurements there was very little contamination of the 
t 

signal collected in the 410 nm PMT by Signal from BaP diol-epoxide,and 
s 

visa versa. The distributions shown in Figure 5a and 5b are non-Gau~ian 

presumably reflecting the volume distribution throughout the cell cycle as 

well as cell clumping. The minimum amount of each compound detectible 

by fluorescence with the present instrumental configuration is approxi

mately 5 x 106 molecules BaP and 1 x 107 molecules BaP dio1-epoxide per 

cell. 

The concentration of the two compounds can be associated on a cell 

by cell basis by measuring a 3 parameter distribution of 380 nm signal per 

cell vs 410 nm Signal per cell vs cell number. To:make quantification easier - .' -
we have reduced the parameters to a ratio of 380 nm/410 nm (380/410) signal 

per cell ~ cell number. The fluorescence ratio was determined by directing 

the pulses from each PMT into an analogue divider and recording the quotient 



per cell in the pulse height analyzer. The fluorescence ratio measurement 

allows the direct association of the loss of SaP signal to gain of SaP 

diol-epoxide signal per cell. In the experiments shown in Figure Sc and Sd 

these fluorescence ratios were measured for two different sets of SaP and 

SaP diol-epoxide concentrations. The average concentration per cell of 

each compound was determined by radioactivity measurements as described 

in the figure legend. A ratio of the model channel in Figure Sc with that 

8 

in Fi'gure Sd compares favorably with that expected from. the average mol ar 

concentrations of the two compounds in these cells as measured by radioactivity. 

Applicati·on of the fluorescence ratio technique to metabo1isin of SaP in 

cells growing in culture is shown in Figure 6. In this experiment two 

clones of mouse liver cells were exposed to 10 ~/ml SaP for 2 and 16 hrs. 

NMuLi c1 7 is a sister clone to NMuLi c1 8, but lacks a highly inducible 

AHM activity98. The lack of metabolism of SaP to SaP dio1-epoxide by clone 7 

is demonstrated by the 380/410 ratio per ceil maintaining a low value 

characteristic of unmetabolized SaP. The distribution of fluorescence 

intensities per cell at 380 nm with NMuLi c1 8 at 16 hr indicates the appear

ance of SaP dio1-epoxide in the cells. As seen in Figure 5 the 380/410 

fluorescence ratio has increased three-fold over the 2 hr point (unmetabo1ized 

SaP). With NMuLi cl 8 the fluor-escence ratio reaches a maximum at 20 hr 

after application of SaP and follows a time course that reflects the· covalent 

. binding of SaP to DNA in these cells99• 

We have taken advantage of the difference in the f1 uorescence emiss ion 

spectra of SaP and SaP dio1-epoxide to develop a technique that measures the 

conversion of SaP to SaP dio1-epoxide in individual cells.· The technique is 

rapid and very sensitive; and, unlike "classica1" methods of assaying 

metabolism of SaP, it follows the production of a product known to be highly 

.... 
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IlUt.genic and carcinogenic. This method should be applicable to the screen

ing ~f cells from individuals for susceptibility to polycyclic aromatic 
\ ' 
\ 

hyd~carbon carcinogenesis 'as well as studies that require the analysis or 
. I' 

separation of cells on the basis of their ability to convert SaP to SaP 

dioljepoxide. 

Chronlat~n Structure and the Distribution of Carcinogen-DNA adducts 

The information necessary for the regulation of growth of eucaryotic 

',cells is contained within the genome. PresLmably, carcinogens react with 

this DNA coded"information to alter its content or its expression (Figure 1). 

According to this scheme, the avai lability of this critical locus or loci 

for reaction with the activated carcinogen would, in part, determine the 

susceptibility of cells to carcinogenesis. 

Ineucaryotic cells, DNA is comp1exed with both histonesand non-histone 

proteins to form chromatin. In recent years significant advances have 

be'en made into understanding the organization of histones in chromatin lOO ,101 

The histones associate in a cluster of two copies each of H2a , H2b , H3, and 

H4 around which is coiled approximately 200 base-pairs of DNA. These struc

tures,cal1ed nucleosomes,are separated by a bridge of DNA of varying length. 

According to the model proposed by Worce1 and Benyajati 102 the bridge DNA 
I 

is associated with Hl which in turn may be further associated to give a 

superstructure to the nucleosomal arrays (Figure 7). This higher order 

coiling of nucleosomes results in the bridge-DNA being forced to the outside 

of the array and may account for some of the relatively higher sensitivity 

. . All . 1 103 -1 05 0 . . 'f h t . . t h of thlS ON to endonuc eo ytlC c eavage • 1gestlon 0 c roma lnWl 

nu~Jeases has been one of the'primary tools for probing chromatin structure. 

These enzymes have not only been useful in dissecting nucleosomal arrays, 

but have identified regions of the chromatin actively involved intranscrip

tion. Deoxyribonuclease I has increased sensitivity to DNA actively involved 
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with transcription106,107. Staphylococcal nuclease lac~specifiCity for 

transcribing DNA, but digests bridge DNA at a faster rate than nuc1eosoma1 

DNA103.107-109.Simpson110 has reported that the differential sensitivity 

of deoxyribonuclease I to chromatin involves the increased acetylation 

of histones. Histone acetylation increases when the chromatin is involved 

with transcription111 , and m~ explain why deoxyribonuclease I 

preferentially digests transcribing DNA. Acetylation does not appear to 

alter the rate or extent of digestlon of chromatin by staphylococcal nuclease, 
\ 

however, acetylated nucleosomes are released from chromatin at a faster 

rate than non-acetylated nucleosomes llO• Acetylation, therefore, seems 

to alter the availability of sections of chromatin to enzymes like nucleases 

and RNA polymerase, and may also affect the binding of small molecules 

like carcinogens. 

The differential sensitivities of endonucleases to sections of the 

DNA in chromatin have been used to probe the distribution of carcinogen 

nucleotide adducts along the DNA. The rationale behind this approach 

is that if more carcinogen is located in the transcribing genes, then the 

rate of release of carcinogen from the DNA by deoxyribonuclease I would 

parallel the digestion rate'of transcribing DNA, and that the proportion 

of carcinogen released would be greater than the proportion of the DNA 

digested. If the carCinogen is concentrated in the bridge DNA, then 

staphylococcal nuclease would release the carcinogen as rapidly as bridge 

DNA is digested. A number of investigators have used this approach; and 

in general, the evidence supports a larger fraction of the carcinogen binding 

.to DNA involved in transcription, as well as a higher binding efficiency 

to bridge DNA. These results have been obtained using carcinogens that 

give bulky substituents like BaPdiol-epoxidel12, 113" and compounds that 

give small substituents like dimethy1nitrosomaminel 14 . The experiments 

have been done with acti vated carcinogens such as N-acetoxy-2-acety1 amino-
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; 115·116 . fluOrene ' and with compounds that need to be metabolically acti-

yat~dl12,117-119 In one case, Feldman, ~~. 120 reported that the dis
I 

tr1brtion of SaP diol-epoxide in the chromatin of human lung cells did 

show' a predaninance in the bridge DNA when cells were treated with' SaP 
\ ' 

diol~epoxide, but when these cells were exposed to SaP and allowed to meta-
i 

bolize the compound, the resulting DNA adducts were randomly distributed 
I . 

through6ut the DNA. They attributed this random distribution to the mobility . . , 

of the histones during the long exposure to BaP. In support of this idea 
121 " Yamasaki., et al. have recently shown that BaP diol-epoxide modification -..... , 

",of duck reticulocyte DNA does not alter the abi 1ity of histones to re

associate with DNA to fonn nuc1 eosomesand therefore presumably to move 

along a stretch of DNA damaged by carcinogen. 

Another type of non-random distribution of carcinogen adducts on DNA 

that mayor may not reflect the chromatin structural aspects described 
- 122' above has been reported recently by Shoyab . Shoyab studied the distribu~ 

tion of dimethy1benz[a]anthracene 'adducts in so-called lIunique ll sequences 

~ "reiterated ll sequences. Unique sequences of DNA according to the model, 

put forward by Davidson and Britten123 represent genes coding for enzymes 

and structural proteins of the cell; whereas, reit~rated sequences contain 

infonnation necessary for the regulation of expression of unique sequences. 

The reiterated sequences may be repeated 102 to 106 times in the genane 

and the unique sequences by definition are represented only once. Shoyab 

found that reiterated sequences had a 3 to 4 higher efficiency for binding 

dimethy1benz[a]anthracene than unique sequences. 

The non-random distribution of carcinogen adducts within chromatin 

support the following concepts. 

1. DNA actively involved with transcription,and presumably replica

tion12~ is more available for carcinogen binding than quiescent 

DNA. 



2. Bridge DNA which has been proposed to be the site of initiation 

of Okazaki fragments and possibly the binding site for regulatory 

proteins l25 ,126 has a higher binding efficiency than nucleosomal 

DNA. 

3. Elenents of the genane that are invol ved with regul ation (reiter

ated sequences) bind more carcinogen than other sections of the 

genome. 

In general, the regulatory elements of the genome are more likely to be 

altered by carcinogens than non-regulatory elements and may indicate why 

carcinogenesis by chemicals is more efficient than mutagenesis127-130. 

12 

It also suggests that as the structural elements of the chromatin are 

altered during changes in the physiological state of the cell, the suscepti

bilityof a given locus to carcinogen-induced damage will also be altered. 

We have been developing the SV40 "minichromosome ll system for studying 

the effect of chromatin structure on carcinogen binding to DNA. The DNA 

of SV40 is associ ated with cellu1 ar histones in much the same way as 

cellular DNA 131-133; however, the histones of SV40 are more acetylated 

than cellular histones13~,I~. Replication of SV40 utilizes cellular 

enzymes 132, 133, 136, 137, and presumably proceeds in a manner reflective 

of cellular DNA synthesis. The utility of SV40 in studying the effect 

of chromatin structure on carcinogen binding comes from the ability to 

make changes in the chromatin composition and monitor the alterations in 

structural organization by sedimentation analysis or e1ectr'on microscopy. 

MOller, ~ iJ..133 described the role of histone ,H l inmaintaining the SV40 

chromatin in a compact state. Extraction of H1 converted the chromatin 

into a more extended fonn. Simi lar conversions were observed at extremely 

low ionic strength in chromatin containing Hl , and in chromatin involved 

with transcription .. 



We have used two approaches to investigate the effect of chromatin 

structure on carcinogen binding to SV40 DNA. Gamper, ~.ll. 138 observed 

13 

that SaP dio1-epoxide caused. strand breaks in SV40 DNA, and that the efficiency 

of break formation could be measured by following the conversion of super

helical form I DNA to relaxed or linear forms by gel electrophoresis. 

Our observations indicate that the presence of histones on the DNA does 

not protect the DNA from SaP diol-epoxidecatalyzed strand breaks. This 

is seen in Figure 8 where the hydrocarbon (BaP diol-epoxide) converts all 
\ 

of form I DNA lnto other'forms bya reaction ratio of 0.7 hydrocarbons/DNA 

mononucleotide. From measuring adduct formation with SV40 DNA this con

centrationis sufficient to form approximately, 100 adducts per SV40 molecule. 

This strand scission efficiency did not change when isolated chromatin 

was used instead of form I DNA. ' 

The second approach we have taken has been to investigate the dis

tribution of SaP diol-epoxide within SV40 chromatin using staphylococcal 

nuclease as described above. These experiments have been done using 

chromatin reacted with SaP dio1-epoxideat low and physiological salt con

centrations. At low salt the chromatin sedimented at 55s, whereas at 

physiological salt it sedimented at 70s. The results of carcinogen binding 

were independent of salt"concentration and indicated thatBaP diol-epoxide 

was not preferentially bound to the regions of the chromatin most susceptible 

to nuclease digestion. Figure 9, presents the digestion kinetics for 

physiological salt. Essentially the same proportion of the carcinogen was released 

as the DNA that was digested. The random distribution of SaP diol-epoxide in 

SV40 chromatin may reflect the loss of Hl histone during isolation which may' 

allow greater nuc1eosome mobility, or it may be due to the high acetyla-, 

tionof SV40 histones that may make the DNA more accessible to carcinogens 

as well as nucleases. These possibilities are being investigated. 



. 
. In addition to the non-randan binding of carcinogens to cellular 

DNA it has been reported that repair of these DNA lesions is non-random. 

The approach to investigating the distribution of repair of DNA lesions 

14 

has been similar to that used in the studies of the initial distribution of 

DNA adducts. Nuclease di gestion.of chromatin after exposure of cells to 

a carcinogen and allowing for dilTlage to be repaired have shown that bridge 

DNA is more rapidly cleared of lesions from methyl methanesulfonate in 

mouse mammary cells·139 , N-acetoxy-2-acetyl-aminofluorene in human diploid 

fi brob 1 asts 140 but not SaP di ol-epoxide inhuman epi the 1 oi d 1 ung ce 11 133 

when compared to nucleosoma1 DNA. . . 
repair of lesions caused by . 

The differences in/SaP diol-epoxide and the other carcinogens 

may reflect differences in the cell systems, or may be due to the types 

of adducts the compounds make with DNA. For examp1 e, N-acetoxy-2-acetyl amino

fluorene adducts are primarily located on theC-8 position of guanine141 

and lie in the major groove of the DNA. These adducts form large altera

tions in the conformation of DNA142 which are probably easily recognized 

by repair endonuc1eases. Greater than 90% of the SaP dio1-epoxide adducts 

with DNA are on the exocyc1ic amine of guanine143, with the hydrocarbon 

lying in the minor groove of the helix. The configuration does not signifi-
144 . cant1y alter the DNA conformation ,and therefore, these adducts may 

be repaired very slowly. These alterations in DNA repair rates may give 

time for histones to move along the DNA and expose adducts to random repair. 

Replication of DamagaiDNA in Eucaryotic Cells 

The replication of eucaryotic DNA takes place in a highly regulated 

fashion. Evidence has been presented that there is both a temporal and 
&. 

spacial organization of DNA synthesis throughout the S phase of the cell 

cycle. Sections of the genome, termed rep1icons 145,are the basic unit of 
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replication in that within a replicon DNA synthesis is ~nitiated, elongated, 

.. and tenninated. The size of replicons varies for different organisms within 

the range from 50-300 kilobase pairs. Experiments using 3H-thymidine in

'corporation followed by DNA fiber autoradiography have. indicated that 
, 

replicons are organized in domains such that each replicon in a domain 

initiates DNA synthesis at approximately the same time within S. Recent 

analysis of the maturation of newly synthesized DNA fragments confirms 

the domain concept of replicon organization, and shows that the rate limiting 
i 

step~in DNA synthesis is the maturation of replicons into large molecular 

weight DNA14'. The initiation of DNA synthesis within domains does not 

occur at random, but is organized in a time sequence throughout S, and 

this time sequence is maintained from one traversal of the cell cycle to 

the next14S ,147. 

The initiation of replication within a rep1icon and within a whole , 
domain is extremely sensitive. to agents that damage DNA. Painter and 

youngl48. reported that one hit with X-irradiation (pre~umab1y a single 

strand break) is sufficient to block initiation in a whole domain. Painter 

also found that ch~~ica1 agents which cause single strand breaks in DNA 

like X-irradi ation ":i'nhibit DNA synthesis initiation 149 He showed that 
'/ 

adriamycin, an agent that intercalates into DNA and, presumably does not 

cause strand breaks,inhibits chain elongation as well as initiation and he 

postu1 ated that alterati ons in the supercoil ing of DNA caused by interca1 a

tion of adriamycin was sufficient to inhibit both elongation and initiation 

of DNA synthesis. Using flow cytometry to measure the movement of cells 

through the S phase of the cell cycle, Bartho10meW!1!l.150 have shown 

that the damage caused by BaP, dio1-epoxide to mouse cells results in a 

progressively decreasing rate of DNA synthesis as cells move further into 

S. This slow down in later parts of S may b'e due to an effect. on the DNA 



synthesizing apparatus analogous to po1j111erase idling described by Radman 

et al. 151 for procaryotic cells, or it may be due to alterations in the --
rate of rep1icon initiation and/or termination in later parts ofS. 
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S~40 replication in monk'ey kidney cells offer an excellent model system 

to study the alterations in DNA synthesis caused by chemical carcinogens. 

As discussed above, the replication of SV40 utilizes an enzymatic apparatus 
, , I , . 

supplied by the cell. The SV40 replicon can be considered as an example 

of a eucaryotic replicon, but probably lacks the constraints imposed 

by involvement in a domain. Replication of SV40 DNA (Figure 10) involves 

initiation at a specific locus on the parent molecule followed by 

bidirectional synthesis until the growing forks approach each other 1800 

f th · '·t· t· ·t 152-154 T . t· f th·· t away rom e 101 la 10n Sl e • ermlna 10n 0 "syn eSls 1S ra e 

limiting in SV40 DNA synthesis154 ,155 as in cellular DNA synthesis and 

requires separation of daughter molecules containing gaps and completion 

of circular d~ub1e stranded molecules by filling the gaps154. The replication 
\ 

fonnsof SV40 DNA have been parti a"ly separated by sucrose density gradient 

centrifugation155 • Recently, agarose gel electrophoresis has been used ·to 

give greater resolution of replicating forms of DNA from form I and form 

II DNA 156,157. The form II DNA obtained from these gels is a mixture of molecules 

containing gaps in the process of terminating normal replication and 

molecules with randon single strand breaks arising from form I DNA during 

harvesting. 

BaP diol-epoxide inhibits the replication of SV40 DNA with a concentra

tion and time dependence shown in Figure 11. The time required for maximal 

.inhibition is much longer than the time required to complete normal synthesis 

of a molecule of SV40 DNA, and is independent of SaP diol-epoxide concentra-

tion. Figure 12 presents the analysis by gel electrophoresis of the 
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SV40 DNA being replicated 60 min after treatment. with SaP diol-epoxide. 

This data indicates that the distribution of 3H-th~idine into replicating 

molecules was similar to controls. l1owever, the number of-replicating 

molecules was reduced as the concentration of SaP dio1-epoxide increased. 

Thus, the SaP diol-epoxide has reduced the pool of molecules that can 

initiate DNA synthesis. 

The effects described in Figure 12 were 60 min after SaP dio1-epoxide 

addition. To analyze the fate of the SV40 molecules that had already 

initiated DNA synthesis at the time of carcinogen addition, 3H-thymidine was 
• i 

added together with SaP dio1-epoxide. The 3H-thymidine was removed after 

10 min and chased for 60 min with non-radioactive thymidine to measure 

the conversion of replicating molecules into mature fonn I .mo1ecu1es. 

Figure 13 shbws that the treatment with SaP dio1-epoxide inhibited the chase 

of replicating molecules into form I with a concomitant buildup of fonn 

II molecules. When the fonn II molecules were harvested and analyzed by 

alkaline sucrose gradi~nts, the radioactivity was almost exclusively 

associated with 16s DNA,;ltorresPOnding to full length linear single strand 

SV40 DNA (Figure 14). ~hese experiments indicate that the molecules that 
. .. 

had initiated DNA synth~siS prior to SaP dio1-epoxide addition could replicate 

to full length linear m91ecules, but not join the ends to from completed 

.circles. If the form II molecules had arisen by random single strand cleavage 

of form I DNA, either through chemical or enzymatic cleavage, the radioactivity 

would have been distributed between linear single strands at 16s and circular 

single strands at 18s as seen in the control. 

From these experiments we conclude that the SaP diol-epoxide inhibits 

DNA synthesis by blocking the initiation and tennination processes. 

The i-nitiation of synthesis may be blocked directly, or inhibition may 

result from secondary effects caused by blocking tE;!rmination. Elongation 
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of previously initiated newly ~ynthesized DNA strands may also be inhibited 

by BaP diol-epoxide. With replicating QJX174 viral DNA, the carcinogen' 

blocks elongation 158. However, Yamaura ~.!l. 159 recently reported that SaP 

diol-epoxide does not alter the reading rate or fidelity of DNA po1ymerases , 

on synthetic templates. 

The effect of BaP dio1-epoxide on termination of SV40 DNA synthesis 

may explain some of the observations concerning carcinogen inhibition 

of cell u'l ar DNA synthes is. The reduced rate of DNA synthes is seen as 

care i nogen treated ce 11 s progress further into S 150 ml be caused by the 

inability to terminaterep1icon synthesis and allow the, maturation into 
,t,; 

domains. These maturation events are known to predomi§ate in the later 

parts of S. Another relevant observation comes from sludies of cells 

from patients 1.11"0 have a variant of a genetic disorder called xeroderma 

pigmentosum (XP). These patients, like patients havin'g classical XP, are 

~ highly susceptible to contracting skin carcinoma160 . In classical XP this 

susceptibi 1ity has been related to the inabi 1ity to excise thymine 

dimers formed in the skin by sun1ight 16l . Cells from variant XP patients 

have normal abilities to 'eIXcise, thymine dimers and chemically induced 

DNA lesions 160-163; but , their abi 1ity to mature low molecular weight 

into high molecular weight DNA after UV treatment is greatly reduced relative 

to normal ce1ls 164 . The high susceptibility of patients with XP variant to 

care inogenes is suggests that aberrant maturationduri ng DNA rep1 i cation 

may be an important step in care'i nogenes is by many agents. 

Conclusions 

We have tried to demonstrate in this article that susceptibility 

to carcinogenesis at the cellular level involves many aspects of the 

cell's physiology. In particular, the ability of the cell to detoxify 

chemicals ~ their activation into more dangerous derivatives, the availability 

• 
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of critical regulatory sites for damage by the carcinogen, and finally the 

ability of the DNA to act as a nonna1 tanp1ate in DNA synthesis despite 

carcinogen induced lesions are all critically important in defining suscepti

bility to carcinogenesis. The mechanism(s) by which carcinogens act to 

change the genome and/or its expression are not known. The observations 

discussed in this review would suggest that these mechanism(s) are related 

to how the cell escapes from DNA synthesis inhibition caused by carcinogens. 

In es'caping fran the effects of the carcinogen, the cell may make errors 

in copying its genome to give rise to mutations, or it may get around the 

carcinogen by eliminating'!,sections of the genome or rearranging the damage 
n . to a section of the genome that has already been replicated. 
\ 
I 

The relationship of \promotion to these concepts is not known. Since 

promoters can exert their'action when added much later than initiators, it 

seems likely that they act on already damaged DNA. A number of reports 
I 

have indicated that carci~6gen DNA adducts can persist in cells for a 

long time120,165. Promoters may stimulate the cellular processes necessary 

to replicate this damaJed DNA. Promoters do stimulate sister chromatid 

exchange and have been implicated in aneuploidy and aberrant mitotic 

segregation166 . This rearrangement of the genome stimulated by promoters 

may allow ,for normal rates of DNA synthes is, but it may also cause the 

deregulation of cellular functions necessary for growth control. 

Understanding the cellu·lar factors that determine susceptibility 

to carcinogenesis is of more than academic interest. As we find that 

more and more of the elements ·of our environment are carcinogenic in 

experimental animals, we must begin to evaluate the potential human risk of 

these agents. Many environmental elements cannot be eliminated, and many 
make a 

agents that can be eliminated offer considerable h'uman benefit. To rational 

decision as to whether these agents should be avoided one must consider 

an evaluation of human susceptibi lity to carcinogenesis caused by 

/ 
L 
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these agents. Since the human is not an experimental animal, this evaluation 

must come from epidemiological studies or by understanding the relationship 

between experimental observations on human tissue and the in vivo situation~ 

An important element that must be considered is how we can modify our 

susceptibility to carcinogenesis. In particular, dietary manipulations 

may reduce the incidence of cancer by not only reducing our exposure 

to initiators and promoters of carcinogenesis, but also by altering our 

response to these agents in a way that makes us less susceptible to 

carcinogenesis. All of these considerations, however, must start from 

a basic understanding of cellular ~vents involved in carcinogenesis. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Steps in Chemical Carcinogenesis. 

Chemical carcinogens interact with many components of the 

cell. In many cases the chemical is modified by the cell 

before "it is active in carcinogenesis. The presumed site of 
'. 

'39 

binding of the chemical to give rise to malignant transformation 

is the DNA. 

Figure 2. Metabolism of Senzo[a]pyrene to Diol-Epoxide. 

Figure 3. Excitation and Emission Spectra of SaP and SaP Diol-Epoxide 

in Mouse Liver Cells. 

Cells were treated with SaP or SaP dio1-epoxide (10 llg/ml) , 

for 2 hr prior to measurements. 

The cells on the dish were washed 2 times with Saline GM 

(1.5 mM Na2HP04/1.1 mM KH2P04 at pH 7.4 containing 1.1 mM glucose, 

O.H M NaC1 and 5 mM KCl), scraped from the dish and suspended 

at a density of approximately 2 x 105 cel1s/ml in Saline GM. 

Emission and excitation spectra were taken on a Perkin-Elmer 

Hitachi spec~roflubrometer Model' PF-2A. The path length was 

10 mmwith a typical slit width of 6 mm. The 'vertical scale 

is different for each spectrum. 

Figure 4. Metabolism of SaP in Mouse Liver Cells. 

SaP was added at 0 times to a final concentration of 10 l-9/ml,. 

At the times indicated cells were treated as described in Figure 3. 

Excitation was at 340 nm. 
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Figure 5. Flow Cytometry Analysis of Cells Labeled with SaP and BaP Oio1-' 

• '< 

Epoxide. 

14C_BaP and/or 3H-Bap Oio1-Epoxide was added to cultures of 

mouse liver cells. The average concentration of the compounds . 

per cell was determined after exposure for 1. hr by washing 

and scraping the cells as described in Figure 3, filtering 

. a portion of the cells onto Millipore membrane fi 1ters (HAWP 

025 00), oxidizing the filters (Packard Tri-carb) and counting 

the 3H and/or14C by liquid spectroscopy (Beckman LS9000). 

Flow cytometry was carried out as described in the text. 

a. Fluorescence distribution at 410 nm of cells labeled with 
. . 6 

SaP to an average concentration of 8.2 x 10 molecules per 

cell. 

b. Fluorescence distribution at 380nm of cells labeled with 

BaP diol-epoxide to an average concentration of 1.7 x 107 

molecules per cell. 

c. Ratio of BaP diol-epoxide to BaP fluorescence per cell at an 

input ratio of the compounds calculated from radioactivity 

measurements of 4.52. 

d. Ratio of BaP diol-epoxide to BaP fluorescence per cell at an 

input ratio of the compounds calculated from radioactivity 

measurements of 0.82. 

To compare the radioactivity measurements with the fluorescence 

ratio determinations, the mode fluorescence ratio from sample 

c was divided by that for sample d to give a value of 4.26. 

The radioactivity measurement for the two samples was 4.52/0.82 = 
5.51. 
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Figure 6. Metabolism -of SaP as Measured in Individual Cells. 

NMuLi cl 7 andcl 8 cells growing in culture were treated as 

described in Figure 3. The mode fluorescence ratio of the 380/410 

distribution was determined at each time point by flow cytometry. 

Figure 7. Order Structure of DNA and Histones. 

Figure 8. Strand Scission of DNA by SaP Diol-Epoxide .. 

Titration of SV40 DNA (--..) ans SV40 minichromosomes with SaP 

diol-epoxide.SV40 DNA and chromatin were reacted with a concentra

tion series of SaP diol-epoxide at 37 0 for 24 hrs in 20 mM Tris-HC1, 

pH 8.0, buffer 0.5 mM in EDTA. The form I content of th~ DNA was 

analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. No correction has been 

made for the differential binding of ethidium bromide by form I 

and II DNA. 

Figure 9. Nuclease Digestion of Carcinogen Treated Chromatin. 

Staphyloc:occa1 nuclease digestion of SaP dio1 epoxide modified 

SV40 chromatin. Freshly isolated [22PJ-SV40 chromatin was reacted 

20 min at 3]0 with [3HJ-SaP dio1-epoxide· in 20 mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.8, 

buffer containing 1 mM EDTA, 0.13 M NaCl, and 5
1

.4% sucrose. The 

modified chromatin, with 0.35 adducts per genome, was immediately 
. 

digested to completion with microccoca1 nuclease in the presence of 

3 mM CaC1 2 and MgC12. Aliquots, taken as a function of time, were 

made 18 mM in EDTA. After digestion with RNAse and then pronase, 

the a1iquots were extracted twice with phenol: CHC1 3: isoamyl 

alcohol (25:24:l) and ethyl acetate. The DNA was ethanol 

precipitated, washed, and collected on 0.4511 millipore filters for 



counti ng. The percent ethanol sol ub 1 e 32p counts ( ....... ) and 3H 

counts (~) are plotted versus time of digestion. 

, . ~ . 

Figure 10. Replication of SV40 DNA. 

Figure 11. SV40 infected TC-7 cells were treated with (a) 0 ~g (b) 0.1 ~g 

(c) 0.3 ~g and (d) 1.0 ~g BP dio1-epoxide p~r m1 of medium.' 

At varying times aftertreat~ent, 3H-thymidine was added at 

50 ~Ci per m1 for 10 min. Cells were washed with cold 
. " .. ' isotonic buffer and extracted according to Hirt • 

A1iquots of the Hirt supernatant were precipitated with 10% 

TCA, collected on filters, washed and counted. 

figure 12. The distribution of replicating molecules in Hirt supe~natant 

was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis .. A1iquots of Hirt 

supernatants from Fig. 11 were analyzed on 1.5% agarose at 

50 volts for 10 hrs at 18°C. Radioactivity was quantified 

by soaking the gel slices in Aquasol-2 until the counts remained 

constant. 
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Figure 13. At 30 hrs post infection. cells were labeled for 10 min with 

medium containing 100 lJCi'per m1 3H ... thym1dine and either DMSO 

43 

(a) or 1.0 lJ9 per m1 BP dio1 ... epoxide (b) and harvested immediately 

using the method of H·irt. Other cells were labeled and treated • 
. . 

and then chased for 60 min with medium containing 100 lJg per 

ml unlabeled tMm1dine with either DMSO (c.) or 1.0 lJg per ml 

BP dio1 ... epoxide (d) before harvesting. Aliquots of the Hirt 

supernatant were analyzed byagarose gel electrophoresis as 

described in Figure 12. 

I 

Figure 14. The form II peak fractions from the CsC1-EtBr gradient from 

DMSO (a) and BP dio1-epoxide (b) treated DNA were extracted 

4 times with butanol, and dialyzed against 10 mM Tris. pH 7.8, 

1 nft1 EDTA. Analysis by alkaline sucrose gradient sedimentation 

was on5 to 20% sucrose gradients withO. 7 M NaC1. 0.3 MNaOH, . 

2.5 mM EDTA, 0.015% Sarkosyl centrifuged for 6 hr at 50,000 

rpm in-an SW50.1 rotor at 4° C. Fractions were collected 

from bottom of tube, preCipitated with excess 10% TCA and collected 

on filters for counting. The arrows indicate the peak pOSitions 

of an internal 32p SV40 FII marker included in each gradient. 
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